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EXARI’S RE-PAPERING SOLUTION

Exari’s Re-Papering Solution for CSA’s

Comply with new margin requirements for uncleared derivates by streamlining the
document automation and negotiation process
New regulations on margin requirements from the BCBS and IOSCO have created a global standard
for noncentrally cleared derivatives in order to reduce the risks associated with trading. Since all CSA’s
now need to be updated per the new regulations, some financial firms will need to start re-papering
all existing trading agreements as early as March 1st, 2017 in order to continue trading.
The regulation has increased the threshold for uncleared ‘swaps’, as well as the types of assets eligible
as collateral for variation margin (VM), now beyond cash only. Non-cash assets that qualify as initial
margin (IM) can now also qualify as VM in trades depending on the counterparties.

Exari’s solution is making it easier to re-paper

Exari is already working with one of the big four accounting, tax and advisory organizations to repaper agreements for large money center banks at a rate of thousands of agreements per month.
The solution manages the creation, negotiation and execution of every agreement that needs to be
re-papered.
The solution provides the banks with the ability to control a series of “outreach” emails, that invite the
banks’ counterparty to confirm or provide information that assists with the negotiation in one secure
and automated platform.
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In order to re-paper all existing CSA agreements, you need an automated solution with the right
workflow, negotiation and approval process. By leveraging Exari’s technology, you can:
•

Securely streamline the counterparty setup and negotiation process with Exari’s innovative
“Wizard”, interview driven process

Exari’s re-papering solution makes the entire lifecycle of re-papering existing CSA’s that much
simpler. From custom built workflows, to the final stages of negotiation and approval, Exari’s
document automation and contract management technology can suit any firm’s needs.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk
and improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

